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1 Introduction

One major challenge for current web technology is to let machines understand and be

able to manipulate web content. The volume of web pages increase tremendously each

year. Generic search engines, like Google [18], do a phenomenal job of ranking billions

of web pages and identifying potentially useful candidates, often presenting the page

a user wants within the first few search results. Some domain-specific search engines

can work even better on the specialized Web sites, like NEC’s CiteSeer [8] which helps

people find scientific literature. But in general, machines cannot understand the web well

because there are too much data out there and they are heterogeneous. The semantic

web technology is a way that the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) recommended to

make the whole web machine understandable [45]. Web semantic annotation is one of

the important semantic web technologies.

Machines cannot understand web content unless the content is marked and the mark-

ups are formally defined, which is exactly the purpose of web semantic annotation. To

clarify the meaning of semantic annotation, we must distinguish it from other annota-

tions. Semantic annotation is not to add some personal comments or notes into the

documents. Any note made by the semantic annotation process must be formally de-

fined and its meaning must be precise, unambiguous, and traceable. These properties

guarantee that the results of semantic annotation are machine understandable.

We can divide the web semantic annotation process into three stages. In the first

stage, some human or machine agents must create a formal specification of conceptu-

alizations; this is usually called an ontology. In the second stage, based on a defined

ontology, some machine or human agents need to find the concept instances inside the

target web documents. In the last stage, some machine or human agents need to create

the semantic annotation through which machines can understand the content of target

web documents.

The history of the semantic annotation can be traced back to ancient Greece when

the great Greek philosopher Aristotle described ontology as “the science of being qua

being” [3]. For many years after Aristotle, people have studied how ontologies can specify

all facts in the world in an unambiguous way. In this sense, the history of semantic

annotation is the history of ontologies. A new age of semantic annotation started in the

year 1999 when Sir Tim Berners-Lee proposed the idea of the semantic web [6]. The

semantic annotation becomes an important way to enable the transformation of current

web to be the semantic web, which is also known as the machine-understandable web.
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Researchers have proposed three ways to do web semantic annotation. First of all,

people have tried to manually annotate web pages with the help of visualized interfaces

and optimized annotation storage and sharing mechanism. Many of this type of ap-

proaches are not originally designed to do formal semantic annotation. Instead, they

let users manually take notes on whatever the users want to keep or share with oth-

ers. Despite the fact, these systems can be easily adopted to do semantic annotation

work by strictly taking notes with respect to a pre-defined ontology. The main research

purpose of this type of approaches is not the methods of annotating information but

the methods of storing and sharing annotated information. Annotea is a representative

example of this type. Annotea uses an RDF-based [44] annotation schema for describing

annotations as metadata and XPointer [46] for locating the annotations in the annotated

document [25]. The RDF-based annotation schemas are the simpler version of ontologies.

Through them, users can apply Annotea system for semantic annotation tasks. [21] has

surveyed many other manual annotation systems [11, 17, 22, 35, 36, 41].

Because of the huge volume of web pages, it is very unlikely that people can use

manual annotation tools to convert current web to be the semantic web. Automatic se-

mantic annotation tools are required. The second typical way to do semantic annotation

is to combine automatic semantic annotation with automatic ontology generation. Much

automatic ontology generation research uses machine learning techniques that automatic

classify data instances to build the conceptual tree of the ontology [13]. In this paradigm,

automatic ontology generation, if it would have worked, would directly lead to semantic

annotation results by assigning the generated semantic categories to the corresponding

data instances. Although researchers have surveyed many different automatic ontology

generation studies, for example [13], SCORE (Semantic Content Organization and Re-

trieval Engine) is still the only one that has been introduced for semantic annotation

research. SCORE employs multiple metadata extractor agents to extract entities us-

ing regular-expression-based crawling rules from both semi-structured and unstructured

texts [38]. It then applies both classification-based methods and knowledge-base methods

to identify entity hierarchies and relationships. The advantage is that it does not require

pre-defined ontologies for target web pages. But because of the difficulties encountered

by ontology generation research [13], the practicality of this type of approaches has not

gotten proved to be successful and is still under study.

The third and final way to do semantic annotation, and the way which is currently

the most popular, is to annotate web pages using pre-defined ontologies [12, 20, 26,

42]. This approach assumes that ontologies already exist so that it avoids the very
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difficult ontology generation problem. These annotation tools depend on the automatic

information extraction (IE) tools to help locate concept instances. In order to use these

IE tools, users usually have to specify mappings between the used IE tool and the domain

ontology. Then users can employ the system to find and annotate data instances inside

web documents.

Although results are encouraging for this third approach to semantic annotation,

there are three main issues still under exploration. They are the matching problem

between domain ontology and IE engine, the concept disambiguation problem and the

annotation scalability problem [26, 39]. As we have known, many of the existing IE tools

have not used ontologies. Since semantic annotation always requires domain ontologies,

it leads to the matching problem between domain ontology and IE engine. During the

semantic annotation procedure, the system must be able to distinguish closing concept

instances. Because of the potential gigantic numbers, the concept disambiguation prob-

lem could be very difficult. As a web application, we must consider the ways to scale

the semantic annotation to the size of the whole web. The sizes of application domains

could be huge; the numbers of domains could be numerous; the numbers of related web

pages could be gigantic. To build a practical semantic annotation system, the scalability

problem is definitely an unavoidable one.

Current solutions for the three problems are not good enough to make the seman-

tic annotation practical. The main focus this dissertation is to propose and study the

new solutions of these three problems and produce a pure ontology-driven web seman-

tic annotation tool with high accuracy and it is scalable to large size annotation tasks.

Correspondingly, I will propose three methods to achieve the resolutions. First, the use

of data-extraction ontologies [15] eliminates the matching problem between IE engines

and domain ontologies because they directly use ontologies for data extraction purposes.

The combination of data-extraction ontologies and semantic web ontologies may fur-

ther improve the integration of IE tools and domain ontologies. Secondly, IE wrappers

using HTML layout information perform fast and have high accuracy when the seman-

tic categories are specified correctly. Ontology-based IE tools have more advantage on

concept disambiguation because of their conceptual recognizers with the trade-off that

they may perform slower because of the complicated comparisons. By combining the

two of them together we can have an advanced resolution for concept disambiguation

problem. Finally, with the observation that many large-size annotation applications

are actually composed by multiple small-size annotation tasks, I propose an automatic

divide-and-conquer mechanism to solve the scalability problem.
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The rest of this dissertation proposal is scheduled as follows. Section 2 presents the

thesis statement, which summarize the challenges I will accomplish in this dissertation

work. Section 3 describes in details the research topics I am going to explore and their

relationships to the work of others. After it, Section 4 continues the discussions by

illustrating the approaches to be taken in solving the problems, the arguments supporting

the chosen approach, and the methods to be followed. Inside Section 4, Section 4.3

lists the artifacts besides the dissertation to be produced and Section 4.4 presents the

delimitations of the dissertation. After the discussion of research plans, Section 5 lists

the potential research papers that would be generated based on this dissertation work.

Section 6 gives a brief list of contributions that the thesis will make. Section 7 makes a

schedule for completion of the dissertation. Finally, all the references are listed at the

end of the proposal.

2 Thesis Statement

The purpose of this dissertation is to propose a new solution for the web semantic

annotation problem. The proposed solution should be able to directly apply ontologies

to annotate web pages with high accuracy, and it should be scalable to large domain

ontologies. Further, it should also be resilient to the layout of web pages so that it is

scalable to large numbers of web pages that may refer to the same application domain.

The proposed solution will make the following contributions.

1. It will apply a successful ontology-based data-extraction technique that can auto-

matically extract data instances from web documents according to a given domain

ontology.

2. It will show how to compliment current web ontology languages with knowledge

recognition power so that people can directly apply web ontologies for annotation

work.

3. It will combine concept recognizers and layout-based wrappers so that it can

achieve high accuracy and maintain resiliency at the same time.

4. It will use a divide-and-conquer technique that employs multiple small ontologies

to solve large domain annotation tasks.
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3 Research Description

There are four issues I want to address for this dissertation work: creation of automatic

web semantic annotation tools, ontology representation and transformation, accuracy

of semantic annotation, and scalability of semantic annotation. in my web semantic

annotation research plan. I will discuss each in turn.

3.1 Creation of Automatic Web Semantic Annotation Tools

As mentioned in Section 1, there are two types of automatic semantic annotation tools:

either accompanied with automatic ontology generation or accompanied with automatic

information extraction. Because of the difficulty of the ontology generation, and also

because of our previous experiences with data-extraction ontologies, I only plan to focus

on creating automatic web semantic annotation using automatic IE techniques.

Currently there are four major approaches to semantic annotation using automatic IE

tools [20, 42, 12, 26]. All of them share some common features. First, they all exclude the

ontology generation problem; instead, they assume a given pre-created domain ontology.

Second, they all adopt an existing automated IE engine. Thus, because none of the

adopted IE engines initially include an ontology, they all need to create a mapping

layer between the domain ontology and the adopted IE engine so that they can link the

recognized data instances to their semantic categories.

As we have seen, the automated IE tools play an important role on automatic seman-

tic annotation approaches. Researchers have studied automatic information extraction

for over a decade. In the most recent survey of automatic IE tools [29], the researchers

presents six different categories. I am going to summarize them and discuss the possi-

bilities and suitableness of using them for automatic semantic annotation.

1. Wrapper languages provide formal presentations of extraction patterns [4, 9, 19,

24, 31]. But because the languages are hard to design and the extraction patterns

require manual specification, this IE approach is not suitable for automatic seman-

tic annotation. Indeed, no current semantic annotation researchers have tried to

employ this type of IE tools into their system.

2. HTML-aware IE tools can provide data extraction results with very high preci-

sion and the generation of this type of IE tools can be very much automated

[5, 10, 30, 37]. But the automatic created wrappers are trained to find the loca-

tions of data of interest instead of the semantic meanings of data of interest. People
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may need to create additional semantic labellers to automatic label the recognized

data instances. Because the original wrappers are not designed for semantic un-

derstanding, the creation of semantic labellers could be very difficult for these IE

tools [2, 33].

3. NLP (Natural Language Processing)-based IE tools use NLP techniques, such as

filtering, part-of-speech tagging, and lexical semantic tagging, to analysis regu-

lar texts [7, 16, 40]. They work very well for unstructured web documents, for

instance, the news domain. Probably because many of current semantic annota-

tion researchers are closely related with NLP studies before, three out of the four

major current semantic annotation tools adapt this type of IE tools in their sys-

tem [20, 42, 26]. The limitation of this type of IE tools is that the NLP rules

often do not work well for fully structured documents, or even semi-structured

documents.

4. ILP (Inductive Learning Processing)-based tools used to deal with data extrac-

tion from fully structured and semi-structured documents [23, 27, 34]. Instead of

linguistic constraints, ILP-based tools learn the formatting features that implic-

itly delineate the structure of the pieces of data found. There is one semantic

annotation tool that uses this type of IE tools [12].

5. Modeling-based tools design supervised learners for data extraction purposes [1,

28]. People can specify the extraction model by inputting selected training docu-

ments through an interactive user-interface either manually or semi-automatically.

Because of this reason, it is hard to scale this type of IE tools for large-size appli-

cations. Until now, no researchers have tried to employ this type of IE tools for

semantic annotation work.

6. Ontology-based IE tools apply pre-defined data-extraction ontologies to do data

extraction [15]. Except for the representation of ontologies, we can adopt this

type of IE tools for semantic annotation work directly. Ontology-based IE tools is

resilient to different layouts of web pages and adaptive to the change of web pages.

As a trade-off, it performs slower and may not always guarantee the same high

accuracy for some web sites comparing with the other IE tools, especially the pure

layout-based ones like HTML-aware tools.

There are no previous semantic annotation approach that uses ontology-based IE

tools. This dissertation is the first time to test adopting an ontology-based IE tool, which
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is data-extraction ontology, to do semantic annotation. The advantages are attracting

while there are still some problems we must try to solve. First, we do not need the

mapping layer between domain ontologies and adopted IE tools any more. Although

ontology representations may be different, both data-extraction ontologies and semantic

web ontologies can specify domain knowledge in the same level. The transformation of

ontology representations is much easier to be automated than the specification of the

mapping layer between domain ontologies and adopted IE tools. Section 3.2 discusses

more in detail about the ontology representation and transformation problem.

The resiliency and adaptiveness of ontology-based IE tools give the inherent semantic

annotation tool the same properties. The resiliency property lets the corresponding

semantic annotation tool be able to annotate information discarding the formatting of

web pages. The adaptiveness property assures that we can apply the same tool without

further training or adjustments to check, update, and validate annotations. In this sense,

we can combine the annotation generation, the annotation validation, and the annotation

updating services to be one uniform tool.

Because ontology-based IE tools use conceptual level information to help recognize

data instances, they perform better on concept disambiguation cases. But at the same

time, the complex conceptual level data recognition makes the performances slower.

Section 3.3 discusses more details about the accuracy and speed performance issues.

Another special characteristic of ontology-based IE tools is the comparative indepen-

dency among the concepts in ontologies. Many of the other IE tools generate wrappers

that very much tighten the concepts together with respect to the document structures.

This feature limits that the corresponding semantic annotation tool has to apply a

full-size domain ontology to annotate the whole domain simultaneously. By adopting

ontology-based IE tools, however, we are able to divide the whole domain into multiple

small domains and annotate them separately. Through this approach, we may design a

new way to scale large size semantic annotation tasks. Section 3.4 discusses more details

about the scalability problem.

3.2 Ontology Representation and Transformation

Ontology plays important roles in semantic annotation research. People use ontologies

specifying domain knowledge for the semantic annotation. People may also use ontologies

to represent results of the semantic annotation. When using ontology-based IE tools,

the ontology itself is also the bridge linking the domain knowledge representation and

the data recognition procedure.
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As we have mentioned earlier, the use of ontology-based IE engines eliminate the

need of mappings between adopted IE engines and domain ontologies. Those mappings

are tedious to be specified and very hard to be automated. The non-ontology-based

IE engines use extraction rules, which do not necessarily reveal the complete semantic

meanings of corresponding concepts, instead of individual concept recognizors, which are

designed to catch individual concept instances by their semantic meanings, to identify

data instances.

Because a data-extraction ontology can provide the same knowledge specification

power as for a semantic domain ontology, we can use data-extraction ontologies for both

information extraction process and semantic annotation representation. But there are

still another problem remaining. The representation used for data-extraction ontologies

is different from the representation used for semantic web ontologies. Besides, different

ontology representations provide slightly different functions too. It is a challenge for us

to find ways that can transform one representation to another and reserve their unique

features as much as possible.

3.2.1 Data-Extraction Ontology

The data-extraction ontology is an unique development for ontology-based data extrac-

tion [15]. Each data-extraction ontology models a domain with its object sets and the

relationships and participation constraints among these object sets. Because of the data

extraction purpose, there are two types of object sets defined in data-extraction ontolo-

gies. The lexical object sets are the object sets that do contain concrete real-world data

instantiations. They are the ones that do extract data from documents. For example,

the domain of Car has a lexical object set named CarMake that has an instance Ford

in the target document. The nonlexical object sets are the object sets that either are

abstract concepts or only implicitly appear in the domain. For example, the domain of

Car has a nonlexical object set named CarId that has no real-world explicit instantia-

tions in the target document. Instead, the extraction engine may automatically generate

an unique ID, for example CarNo.29, for each extracted car instance so that people can

have easy index of retrieved information in the storage repository.

A unique feature of data-extraction ontologies is the data frame [14]. A data frame en-

capsulates the essential properties of every data items such as currencies, dates, weights,

and measures. A data frame extends an abstract data type to include not only an internal

data representation and applicable operations but also highly sophisticated representa-

tional and contextual information that allows a string that appears in a text document
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to be classified as belonging to the data frame. For instance, a data frame for a phone

number has regular expressions that recognize all forms of phone numbers and regular

expression recognizers for keywords such as “cell phone” or “home phone” to distinguish

phone numbers from one another. Data frames may also simply have lists of values such

as a list of all country names; they may also simply have sample values such as some

well-known city names.

Data-extraction ontologies use a FOL (First-Order Logic)-based language, which is

named the OSML (Object-oriented Systems Model Language). People can specify the

conceptual hierarchies and induce their relationships based on the specified hierarchies.

People can also easily specify arbitrary n-ary relationships in data-extraction ontologies.

3.2.2 Semantic Web Ontology

Ontology is also an essential component for the semantic web. The semantic web com-

munity has proposed to use ontologies to represent web content so that we may build a

machine-understandable web. In the mean time, OWL (Web Ontology Language) is the

proposed standard to represent a semantic web ontology [43].

OWL can formally describe the semantics of classes and properties used in web

documents. OWL ontologies divide the world up into classes of objects with common

properties, identify some classes as specializations of others, inherit all of the properties

of the more general class and (possibly) add new properties of their own. In addition to

this methodology, OWL provides more features to be able to check whether descriptions

are logically consistent, to compute class generalization/specialization relationships, and

to infer from the description of an individual whether it is a member of a given class.

With these abilities to exploit the semantics, OWL can fully provide machine readable

forms.

To trade off the balance between the expressivity and the computational complexity,

OWL provides three sublanguages with reduced expressivity and computational com-

plexity: OWL-Full, OWL-DL, and OWL-Lite. OWL-Full provides users’ ultimate needs

for the maximum expressiveness and the syntactic freedom of RDF but with no com-

putational guarantees. It would be difficult for reasoning software to support complete

reasoning for every feature of OWL Full. On the contrary, OWL-Lite supports users’

primary needs for a classification hierarchy and simple constraints. The supporting tool

for it is much simpler than for its more expressive relatives, and OWL Lite provides

a quick migration path for thesauri and other taxonomies. In the between, OWL-DL
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supports maximum expressiveness without losing computational completeness and de-

cidability of reasoning systems. OWL-DL, which got the name because it supports the

existing description logic business segment, includes almost all of the OWL language

constructs but with some restrictions. For example, a class cannot also be an individual

or property, and a property cannot also be an individual or class.

3.2.3 Ontology Transformation and Unification

Since the ontologies used for data extraction process and data annotation process are

different in their representations, we need to figure out a way to transform them from

one to another. As a further step, we want to uniform different ontology representations

to make them compatible to both data extraction and data annotation fields.

It is promising that we can compromise the use of data-extraction ontologies and

OWL ontologies. Both the ontology languages are a subset of FOL language. Though

there are some unique features for each, both data-extraction ontologies and OWL on-

tologies share many common features, like concept and relationship definitions, partici-

pation constraints, concept generalization and specialization, etc. In theory, it is possible

to prove that they should have the same capability of representing knowledge and the

same reasoning power too. In practice, therefore, we are able to develop a mechanism

to transform one representation to another.

It would not be hard to transform the common features between the two ontology

representations. Many of these transformations may just be syntactic reformatting. But

there are still some common features, the hardness of representing them is different inside

the two types of ontologies. For example, both ontologies can specify primitive concepts

and defined concepts. While OWL ontologies can directly specify the difference, data-

extraction ontologies can only implicitly specify them either by their data frames or by

the relationship sets.

More difficulties of transformation are to handle the differences between the two

ontological representations. For example, with data-extraction ontologies, people can

easily specify n-ary relationships, which is hard with current version of OWL. Inside

data-extraction ontologies, users can specify data frames for lexical object set, which

is also not possible by using current OWL specifications. From the other side, OWL

supports relationship hierarchies, which is not supported by data-extraction ontologies.

In addition, there are many more primitive datatypes defined in OWL than in the data-

extraction ontology language.
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As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, the final aim of ontology represen-

tation studies is not the transformation but the unification of the representations. We

want to develop an uniformed ontological representation format that has the advantages

of both of the current two ontologies, and it is compromise to the knowledge represen-

tation of current semantic web society. The latter request is very important because

there are many researchers use semantic web ontologies to do their research and they

have or will have developed many tools to manipulate the semantic web ontologies. To

compromise this standard will let the semantic annotation results be directly applicable

for the whole semantic web community.

Because of these reasons, I want to augment current web ontology language to be the

web ontology language with semantic annotation augmentation, which may be named as

OWL/A (OWL with Annotation augmentation). The purpose of this ontology language

augmentation is to add the knowledge recognition power to the current web ontology

language beyond the current knowledge specification and knowledge reasoning powers

it already has. By this augmentation, the future web ontologies will not only represent

knowledge to let web content machine readable, and not only provide reasoning mech-

anism that future semantic searching engines can rely on, but also they can recognize

and annotate information, and even be able to validate the existing annotations.

3.3 Accuracy of Semantic Annotation

There are two accuracy issues in semantic annotation study: concept recognition and

concept disambiguation. Concept recognition relates to how well the annotation system

can find the data instances with respect to the concepts defined inside the domain on-

tology. Concept disambiguation relates to how well the annotated data instances are

correctly assigned to the corresponding semantic categories. Comparing the two ones,

concept recognition issue more relates to the data extraction/recognition process while

concept disambiguation issue more concerns about the data annotation process. Again,

the two issues are treated separately only because currently the adopted IE engines and

the employed domain ontologies are separate. When we combine the IE engine and do-

main ontologies with the ontology-based IE engine, the two accuracy issues can also be

combined into one, which is the accuracy of the whole semantic annotation process.
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3.3.1 Concept Recognition Issues

Based on the previous survey [29], many of the existing IE tools may achieve very high

concept recognition accuracy when the web pages fit their specific requirements. Their

specific requirements, their speed of performance, and their resiliency to the formatting

of web pages, however, are quite different from one to another. For the special research

interest of this dissertation, I compare the IE tools with the category of layout-based

wrappers vs. concept-based wrappers. The pure layout-based wrappers use only the

formatting information of web pages to do data extraction. The pure concept-based

wrappers use only the specified individual concept recognizers and their conceptual rela-

tionships to find data instances with totally discarding the formatting of the web pages.

Based on the six categories discussed in Section 3.1, the classic example of pure layout-

based wrappers is the HTML-aware tools and the classic example of pure concept-based

wrappers is the ontology-based tools. For many others, they are sorts of mixing the two

ways.

The greatest benefit of pure layout-based wrappers is their speed of performance. For

fully structured documents, the wrappers need only one straight pass of the document

with the defined layout information to extract all the possible data instances. With

the assumption that the target document must have fit the defined layout, the accuracy

of data recognition can be as high as nearly 100%. The trade-off of these wrappers is

that they almost totally lose the flexibility of extracting information from web pages

that have different formats from the pre-defined one. Another problem, which is not so

important for data extraction purposes but is critical for semantic annotation, is that

these wrappers do not distinguish the extraction results with their semantic categories

but only with their locations inside the pre-defined format. As mentioned in Section 3.1,

it is very hard to design the semantic labeller algorithm that can compliments these tools

for semantic annotation purposes.

On the contrary, pure concept-based wrappers fulfill the mission that pure layout-

based wrappers cannot accomplish. Because they use only concept recognizers, which

are independent of web page layouts, they are very much resilient to different types of

web pages. As long as the target web page contains a data instance for a concept that

they have already defined, they can recognize and extract it correctly most of the time.

The accuracy of data recognition only depends on how well these data recognizers are.

Comparing with pure layout-based wrappers, the construction of the data recognizers

and their relationships is a burden. For example, to build a data-extraction ontology
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is usually harder than to build a layout pattern for a special web site. Although this

is true for pure data extraction purposes, things are different when we consider seman-

tic annotation tasks. Instead of just an option, ontology is a demanding for semantic

annotation. Since we have known that the extra semantic labeller is the requirement

for layout-based wrappers to do semantic annotation, the creation of data-extraction

ontologies is no longer a pitfall. Another problem is the performance of speed. Because

concept-based wrappers must traverse all the possible matches of instances and data

recognizers, the speed of data recognition is slower than pure layout-based wrappers.

This is the problem we must try to solve when we plan to apply ontology-based IE tools

for semantic annotation purposes.

The other wrappers mix concept recognizers and layout information together. They

have tried to increase the resiliency of the tools while they still preserve the speed of

performance as fast as possible. Although they have been proved successfully in their

specified data extraction purposes, these kinds of combinations have difficulties for se-

mantic annotation purposes. It is hard to add precise semantic meanings to their ex-

traction categories because of their dependency of layout information. It is desired that

we can develop a new combination of concept recognizers and layout information that

can balance the resiliency property, the ontological specification, and the speed of per-

formance.

3.3.2 Concept Disambiguation Issues

The problem of concept disambiguation becomes important because of the need of pre-

cisely assigning semantic categories to recognized data instances. Because many of cur-

rent annotation tools do not use ontology-based IE engines, this problem becomes a

critical one for semantic annotation studies [39]. The reality is that it is much eas-

ier to align the expected results to their corresponding semantic categories before the

extraction process than to figure out the corresponding semantic categories out of the ex-

tracted results after the extraction process. This is the reason the use of data extraction

ontologies could remove the problem of concept disambiguation.

3.3.3 My Solution to Accuracy Issues

In order to get the greatest benefits from both the concept-based and layout-based

wrappers, we need to use the pure versions of both. Therefore, instead of mixing, I plan

to develop a transformation between two types. The pure ontology-based IE engine will
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be the base of concept recognition so that the whole system is resilient to the layout of web

site. On the top of the base, whenever it has been applied to a large web site, the system

automatically create a pure layout-based wrapper that can perform quick annotation on

the specified web site. The semantic meanings of extracting categories inside the pure

layout-based wrapper is promising because of the underlayer data-extraction ontology.

By using this two-layer data recognition prototype, we may achieve the highest degree of

resiliency and speed of performance while preserve the high accuracy of data recognition

and concept disambiguation.

3.4 Scalability of Semantic Annotation

The scalability problem of semantic annotation is pretty complicated. It contains at

least four issues. There are huge numbers of concepts; there are numerous numbers of

domains; there may be lots of concepts in one domain; and there are tons of web pages out

there to be annotated. Among the four issues, it is very unlikely that we are able to find

a good scalable solution for the first one. Concepts are the basic units and unless people

have specified the semantic meaning, there are hardly any other ways that machines can

automatically figure out a new concept. The last one, on the other hand, tends to be a

traditional parallel programming issue, which is not the focus of this dissertation work.

The second and third issues are the ones that are special to the semantic annotation

studies. They are the focuses of the scalability problem of this dissertation work.

Discarding the slow speed of performance that may be caused by the huge numbers

of candidate web pages, the most severer scalability problem for semantic annotation is

how to manipulate a large domain. Previous ontology generation studies have taught

us that it is very difficult to build a large size domain ontology [13]. Even we have

developed large size domain ontologies, our previous data-extraction ontology studies

showed that large ontologies causes very slow speed of performance. On the contrary,

small size ontologies are easy to be created and fast to be performed. In addition, it is

easier to reuse small ontologies than to reuse large ontologies. All these facts suggest

that we should try to apply small ontologies for semantic annotation instead of the large

ones.

Until now, there are two reported research that deals with the large-size annotation

applications, while none of them have explicitly mentioned how to solve the scalability

problem of large domain sizes. SemTag annotates a collection of approximately 264

million Web pages and generate approximately 434 million automatically disambiguated

semantic tags [12]. Although they have annotated web pages of many domains, the total
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number of concepts is very limited. They are interested in only 24 internal nodes inside

an ontology. The main purpose of their research is to test a new concept disambigua-

tion algorithm that can precisely categorize data items into their semantic categories.

They focused only on the fourth scalability issue I mentioned earlier. Another group of

researchers reported that they have annotated over million numbers of instances with a

total of 4 to 8 weeks of effort [39]. But they have not mentioned how many concepts

involved and how many domains they dealt with. Instead, in the same paper, the au-

thors said that both the concept disambiguation and scalability problems are the most

challenging issues that they were still struggling with.

My observation is that we can split most of the large domain annotation problems

into a combination of multiple small domain annotation problems through a divide-

and-conquer style of algorithm. There are many small domains that are static to the

participating larger domains. For example, no matter there is a automobile shopping

event web page provided by a dealer or a travellings event in a school’s web site that

mentions the travelling van, an automobile is just an automobile. It has make, model,

year, features, and so on. The difference is that a selling event may include the price

of the car and a travelling event may have a date the van is driven, while both the

information are independent to the small domain Automobile.

The idea of my scalability algorithm is as follows. First I will build a library of

small domain ontologies. For any given annotation application, I will first apply an

information retrieval technique to identify the applicable domains in the library that are

contained in the target domain. Then I can employ the semantic annotation technique

to annotate the related web pages using the selected small domain ontologies. Finally, I

can merge the annotated results with respect to the user specified relationships among

the individual domains and output the final annotations for the target domain.

Based on the paradigm I presented, people only need to create these small domain

ontologies once and they are very much reusable for different applications. It also means

that we may figure ways to optimize the annotation for each individual small domain

ontologies without worrying about the others. The only required human effort in this

paradigm is the specification of relations that link the small domains. But this work is

much more easier comparing with the effort to create a whole ontology for the target

domain. If the users can specify the relations among the potential small domains before

hand, it is possible for people to fully automate the whole annotation process.
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4 Research Plan

I plan to build a semantic annotation demo to illustrate my approach. This demo will

be a prototype system that can automatically annotate Web pages so that machine

agents can understand them. As a base platform and also a connection to other work

in our research lab, this demo will be extendable to support future semantic searching

and semantic reasoning. I will run experiments against real web sites to evaluate the

performance of the system. I will divide my research plan into two parts: (1) semantic

annotation prototype system creation and augmentation, and (2) semantic annotation

representation and language augmentation. Essentially there are no sequential limits on

the two parts. Although they are closely related with each other, each of them can be

studied independently.

4.1 Prototype System Creation and Augmentation

The Ontos extraction engine that uses data-extraction ontologies is used as the base

platform for the new semantic annotation prototype system. The data-extraction on-

tology approach is a unique ontology-based IE approach developed in BYU. In theory,

because it uses pre-defined ontologies to extract data instances, we need only add an

attachment to the existing engine to let it assign corresponding semantic tags to the

annotated content. In practice, however, the work is far more complicated.

4.1.1 Basic Prototype System

One of the major challenges of semantic annotation study is the standard of annota-

tion representation. There are no formal standard now. The annotation representation

should not only be easy to represent semantic meanings, but also be practical for fu-

ture semantic searching and other semantic web manipulations. I want to propose an

ontology-based semantic disclosure file, which may be called an instance ontology, to

represent annotations. The use of standard ontology format will make the annotations

machine understandable and manipulatable. The details of the instance ontology are

still under exploration.

To enable the ontology-based IE tool for semantic annotation tasks, I need to aug-

ment current Ontos engine with the position information of the data instances and let

the system generate instance ontologies as the output. The position information is very

important for semantic annotation because the same instance may appear multiple times

in the same web page. In the different positions, the same instance may have different
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connections with different other instances. Sometimes, machines need to know that even

the same instance may mean different when it is in different positions.

When the annotation is done, I need to design or adapt a storage repository system

to store and share the annotated information. For a simpler prototype system, the

repository may be a straight directory structure. But it can be very complicated when

we need to deal with numerous domains and when there are many users who want to

share the annotations. This research topic is, however, a little bit out of the focus of

this dissertation. Because of this reason, I would like to put the further studies of the

annotation storing, indexing, and sharing problem as a future work.

To test the performance of the basic semantic annotation prototype, I plan to run it

over about 5∼10 domains with different sizes. During the experiments, I will calculate

the precisions and recalls of the results. The precision is how well the annotated results

are correct; and the recall is how complete the system has covered the domains. In the

mean time, I may also want to compare the performances due to different domain sizes.

The performance comparison may include precision, recall, and speed issues.

4.1.2 Prototype System Augmentations

Whenever the basic semantic annotation system is built up, I need to augment it to

improve its performance on both its accuracy and its scalability. The augmentations,

however, should not hurt the original nice features of data-extraction ontologies, for

example, the highly resiliency to the layouts of web pages.

One augmentation is to compliment the ontology-based extractor with layout-based

wrappers. Based on the same preassumption used by the RoadRunner [10], i.e., the web

pages generated using automatic tools always follow a common layout pattern, we can

automatically create a layout-based wrapper for each of these web sites. This process can

be fully automated. For each of these large automatically created web site, I arbitrarily

take two web pages and annotate them using the original ontology-based extractor. By

comparing the annotated positions in the two web pages, the system can figure out their

common features surrounding the annotated locations. Through the structural analysis,

the system can automatically create a layout-based wrapper that fit for the specific web

site. The difference of this approach from original RoadRunner extractor is that the

latter one does not have the capability to know the semantic meanings of the extracting

patterns while our new augmentation does have the power because of the use of ontologies

as the base of extraction.
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Our new proposed augmentation can actually do more beyond the limit of the Road-

Runner, which only works for the large automatically created web sites. Even for the

web pages that do not fall into the described category, this augmentation can be very

helpful for validating and updating annotations. The system can always create a pure

layout-based wrapper for each web page fully automatically. Later on, with taking the

advantages of the very high speed of performance of the layout-based wrappers, machine

agents can go to use these wrappers either to validate the correctness of the annotations

or to check the necessariness of updating the annotations.

To test this part of augmentations, I plan to run it over about 5 large web sites and

compare the precision, recall, and speed issues of the generated layout-based wrappers

with these of the original pure ontology-based annotator. Further, I plan to run it over

about 10 individual web pages to see how well the augmentation can be to improve the

performance of annotation validation studies. This experiment also includes the compar-

ison of precision, recall, and speed issues between the created layout-based wrappers and

the original ontology-based annotator. Moreover, I plan to compare these performance

issues with other published annotators on their domains. But the success of this part of

work depends on the availability of the resources I can obtain.

Another augmentation is to scale the semantic annotation to handle large domains

without building large scale ontologies. First, I need to build many small domain on-

tologies. This manual craft step is unavoidable because they are the knowledge base on

which machines rely. For this dissertation work, I plan to create at least 20 well-tested

small domain ontologies so that there is a big enough base to do large size annotation

tests.

After I have created a large enough base of small ontologies, I will choose some web

sites that contain large domains for my testing base for scalability experiments. I plan

to test on about 5 large domains that contains from 2 to 10 small domains and test the

precision, recall, and speed issues of the scalability algorithm.

When I have chosen a large domain application, I first adopt an existing text classi-

fication tool, e.g. the rainbow classifier [32], to select the potential small domains to be

annotated. I then apply the selected small domains to annotate the web pages for the

large domain. Since each of the small domain is only a subset of the large domain, every

process may only annotate part of the web pages. After they have done, I can integrate

the annotation results and merge them to be one with the help of user specified rules

among the selected small domains.
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4.2 Semantic Annotation Language Augmentation

Current web ontology languages only focus on knowledge specification and knowledge

reasoning. As we have seen, in order to make semantic annotation compliment to seman-

tic web studies, we’d better augment web ontology languages themselves the capability

of knowledge recognition.

The first step of this part of the research is to develop a transformation mecha-

nism between OWL and OSML. I plan to do both the theoretic proof and the practical

implementation of the transformation study.

In theory, I want to prove that OWL and OSML have the same knowledge specifi-

cation and knowledge reasoning powers except that they may have different favorites on

displaying individual features. In order to prove the same knowledge specification power,

they should be able to specify concepts, the relationships between the concepts, and the

possible constraints within the relationships. Also they should be able to correctly illus-

trate the conceptual hierarchies and relationship hierarchies. In order to prove the same

knowledge reasoning power, they should be able to answer the same set of queries with

the same answers based on the same conceptual model discarding that their representa-

tions are different. Upon to my knowledge, the answers to all of these requirements are

positive. Therefore, such a proof should be sound and complete.

The practical transformation implementation is harder than the theoretic proof. Al-

though they are equivalent on the knowledge specification and knowledge reasoning pow-

ers, the representations are very much different with each other. In addition, one rep-

resentation may favor on some features while the other one does not. This fact causes

the very much different degrees of difficulties to represent those features in the two pre-

sentations. I will carefully enumerate all the features and transform them from one to

another representations in implementation.

As a next step of the research, I plan to augment OWL with the annotation extension

(OWL/A) so that the web ontology language itself can have the knowledge recognition

power. In order to accomplish this plan, I need to enrich the set of OWL tags to be

able to describe knowledge recognition pattern, if applicable, with the concepts. By

this improvement, I need to modify the semantic annotation system to take OWL/A

ontologies instead of data-extraction ontologies as the inputs to annotate web pages.

The modification can base on the language transformation tool so that users can even

adopt the existing OWL ontologies complimenting with concept recognizers for semantic

annotation tasks. After the language augmentation, I will test the system using the
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same domains tested before to see how well it performs comparing with using the data-

extraction ontologies.

4.3 Deliverable Artifacts

When the dissertation is finished, the following artifacts are expected to be available.

• prototype of a web semantic annotation toll based on data-extraction ontologies;

• annotation storage repository;

• a prototype of a tool that can transform data-extraction ontologies to OWL on-

tologies and vice versa; and

• a proposed OWL ontology language augmented with a knowledge recognition com-

pliment;

4.4 Delimitations of the Dissertation

In this dissertation, I assume that the following are not part of this research study.

• Automatic ontology creation

• Annotation storing, indexing, and sharing infrastructure

• Scale the semantic annotation approach to millions of web pages

5 Research Papers

The following are proposed titles of papers.

• Semantic Web Annotation – Using Ontology-based Information Extraction

• Highly Accurate and Resilient Semantic Annotation – A Combination of Data-

Extraction ontologies and Layout-based Wrappers

• Using Small Domain Annotators to do Large Web Semantic Annotation Tasks –

A Divide-and-Conquer Method

• The Similarity Comparison between Data Extraction Ontologies and OWL On-

tologies – A Theoretic Study

• OWL/A: A Knowledge Recognition Augmentation of OWL for Annotation
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6 Contribution to Computer Science

My vision is to provide a generic web semantic annotation method to transform current

web to be the semantic web. The new method will propose a new representation of

semantic annotation, which wishes to contribute for the web semantic annotation stan-

dard. The new method will annotate web pages with high accuracy and high speed of

performance, while it still inherits the original advantage of highly resilient to web page

layouts. Because the new method directly uses ontologies to recognize data instances,

it eliminates the extra mappings between IE engines and domain ontologies when using

other types of IE engines. This research also tries to extend the capability of ontologies

from their original knowledge specification and knowledge reasoning powers to obtain

knowledge recognition power. This new method proposes a divide-and-conquer fash-

ion method to solve the scalability problem. It avoids the very complicated problem of

building large size ontologies and applying them for huge size annotation applications.

7 Dissertation Schedule

The following schedule shows the expected deadline of each step of my dissertation work.

• Basic ontology-based web semantic annotation tool (transformed from original On-

tos tool) (January 2005)

• The data-extraction ontology to OWL ontology transformation tool (including the

theoretic proof of the equivalence between the two) (April 2005)

• Layout-based IE extension for the web semantic annotation tool (October 2005)

• Instance ontology merging tool for the scalability problem (April 2006)
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